This paper describes a support system for archeologists to read "mokkan". A mokkan is a wooden tablet on which text was written by a brush. Many mokkans used in Nara period (from AD. 710 to 794) are being excavated from Heijyo-kyo, Japan (the ancient court in the Nara period). The support system is for archeologists who read mokkans that have been stained, damaged and degraded under the soil. Such mokkans are hard to read even for expert readers. However, the binarization functions of the system extract ink from the image of the mokkans and the character recognition function outputs candidates even for degraded or partially missing character patterns. We made also a graphical user interface to invoke the above functions, provide experts with suggestions and stimulate their inference. Archeologists in the experiment for evaluation enthusiastically accepted the system.
Introduction
In recent years, archiving cultural properties using information technologies has attracted attention.
"Mokkan" is a Japanese generic name to call a wooden tablet on which text was written by a brush in India ink. Since wooden tablets were more accessible than other media to record handwriting and they had enough weatherability, people used them for various purposes in the Nara period from A.D.710 to 794.
Heijyo-kyo is the ruins of an ancient city in Nara, Japan. It was the capital from A.D.710 to 784 and was the center of politics and economy at that time. After the capital was moved to Kyoto after Nara, Heijyo-kyo was buried under the ground and the area was used as rice fields. Now, we can unearth many mokkans from under ground. The soil in rice fields has been wet so that even wooden inheritances, which are fragile, oxidized or dried easily, have been kept well under the rice fields. More than 170,000 of the 320,000 mokkans unearthed in Japan come from excavations from Heijyo-kyo. The number is increasing as the excavations in the larger remaining part in Heijyo-kyo and other areas continue.
Since the first mokkan was discovered from Heijyokyo in 1961, the archeologists have been reading and analyzing handwritten contents on unearthed mokkans from the palace. We can acquire and extend our knowledge of this era by their work. For example, by decoding mokkans used as luggage tags, we are able to know the trade of materials, relations among regions, economy conditions at that period, etc.. The archeologists are now archiving the mokkans with their digital images and the results of the analysis.
Despite the archive of the mokkans is precious for archeology, many unearthed mokkans that have not been analyzed yet. Since most of mokkans coming from the underground have been stained, damaged and degraded, it is difficult even for experts on archeology to extract characters from badly blurred or missing ink on mokkans.
Although we find several preceding researches on information technologies for historical documents written on paper [1]- [4] , no attempt has been made to use computers to process mokkans, especially such old wooden inheritances. Offline recognition methods for handwritten Japanese characters are obtaining high accuracy and robustness for blurred patterns [5] , [6] .
Since to read mokkans is difficult even for human experts, to seek the full automation of extracting and reading characters is impractical. However, image processing and character recognition technologies can be used and incorporated into an interactive system which provides experts with suggestions and stimulate their inference. This paper describes the support system that helps archeologists to read mokkans. Section 2 presents the support system with the information processing to read mokkans. Section 3 shows the opinions by archeologists in an experiment for the evaluation of the support system. Section 4 draws conclusion.
Support system using information processing technologies 2.1. Basic idea of a support system
To read handwriting on a mokkan, experts extract ink parts from the mokkan or its picture first. However, very often, ink has been blurred, damaged or missing because:
Color of ink parts has been faded out or decolored.
Color boundaries between ink parts and the background (skin of wood with grain) have been vague since the surfaces of wooden tablets have become darkish and stained. Some regions of a mokkan containing ink parts have been lost or broken. For these reasons, experts have to make conjectures or hypotheses on the missing ink parts.
We consider that image processing, handwritten character pattern recognition (HCPR) and some technologies of information processing may assist the experts' work. At least, the results of the information processing can stimulate the inference of the experts.
Architecture of the support system
We show the architecture of the support system in Figure 2 . The support system consists of three components. "Image processing library" (IPL) supplies the functions of fundamental image processing. "Character recognition engine" (CRE) provides HCPR for old Japanese characters used in Nara. Mokkan-GUI or M-GUI in short is the graphical user interface and it enables users to use IPL and CRE interactively. We describe the details of each component below.
Components of the support system
IPL has several functions to extract ink parts from the digital color image of a mokkan (Figure 3 , 4, 5 and 6). As the results of the extraction, IPL outputs digital binary images in which ink parts are expressed as black pixels. We have used discriminant analysis (DA) as the basic algorithm of ink extraction from mokkans with darkish grain, stained surface, and ink parts faded out. The binary image is not only necessary for CRE but also helpful for expert users to read and decode handwriting on a mokkan. Also IPL supplies control functions of brightness, contrast, and color balance of digital images used to generate eye-friendly images for experts. 
Color of ink faded out
Remained completely Stained and broken Figure 1 . Mokkans unearthed from Haijyo-kyo CRE in this system provides character recognition process for 241 categories commonly used in the mokkans. Since the total amount of the categories in the mokkans are about 1,400, we are expanding the dictionary of the templates. CRE should output candidates even for degraded or partially missing character patterns and stimulate imagination of experts. The most important problem is to output candidates even for character patterns with missing ink parts. A realistic solution is that experts roughly mark the missing ink parts of the character (we call this process augmentation). Therefore, we extended our HCPR method to accept a gray scale image in which ink parts are expressed in black, background in white and augmented parts in gray. Figure 7 shows an extreme example of argumentation. Since the right half of the mokkan has been lost, we can conjecture that all character patterns in the mokkan have lost their right-hand sides. In this case, the users can only augment the right-hand side by drawing a rectangle in gray by pen or mouse. In other cases, the users can restore the blurred or damaged ink by tracing supposed strokes.
Our CRE first apply nonlinear normalization to a gray scale image. Second, it divides the normalized image into an array of cells. Third, it extracts 8directional features from each pixel as shown in Figure  8 [7] . For each pixel P t , the directional feature of P t in each direction F(P t , d) is defined by eq. (1) where d is from 0 to 7, P x denotes P t or one of its 8-neigbor pixels P d and C(P x ) represents the color density of P x . C(P x ) takes the value 0 (white), 255 (black), or between 1-254 (gray). Fourth, within each cell, the (1)
Augmented gray ink has two roles. One is for nonlinear normalization to normalize the original ink parts properly without expanding it to the whole character size as shown in Figure 9 . As a result, each directional feature will be extracted from the cell at correct place. The other role is to provide white noise to missing directional features. This is better than null features to guess the original character patterns. Table 1 shows examples in which gray ink works well.
Since CRE performs the nonlinear normalization and feature extraction regarding the color density of gray ink, the users can hypothesize larger amounts of missing ink by using a darker gray at the same time that lighter gray represents smaller amounts of them ( Figure 9 ). Also, before nonlinear normalization, CRE can create multiple character patterns with different density of gray ink from an input pattern automatically in order to output candidates for various hypotheses of the amount of missing ink.
In contrast with the human process of character recognition that regards the characteristic features in a pattern, machine process evenly use whole features extracted from character patterns. Since the difference between the processes, we can expect that CRE outputs candidates helpful for expert readers of mokkans.
M-GUI shown in Figure 2 provides the functions of IPL and CRE to users of the support system. The user of the support system can perform most of operations by using pen or mouse. Moreover, it manages the process of reading and decoding handwriting on mokkans. Since M-GUI can save, manage, and load the workspaces consisting of HCPR results, edited images, etc., the users of the support system can suspend and resume their work at any time and can share the workspaces for collaborative work. Also, M-GUI can export the HCPR results and edited images to word processors, image editors and other application software.
Evaluation by archeologists
To evaluate the support system, we performed an experiment in which two archeologists participated. By the experiment, we show some opinions by them:
The ink on mokkans becomes visible clearly by the binarizing functions provided by the system. Choosing the best binarizing functions manually is difficult.
Since the system outputs different candidates of character recognition by supplementing and changing gray ink, we can perform the analysis of the mokkans considering various hypotheses of the missing ink. We need more categories of character supported by the recognition process of the system. Since the system can export the edited images and candidates of character recognition to other software e.g. word processor, we can use the system not only for the process of analyzing and reading mokkans but also for writing reports and documents about analyzed mokkans.
Conclusion
We described a support system that helps experts to read mokkans. Ink extraction by image processing and candidate suggestion by character recognition are the main results. Since we are now constructing a pattern database of old characters, the expansion of the categories of character and the evaluation of the character recognition of the system are our future work. Our future research also include to develop an automatic method for choosing the binarizing functions and to consider recognition methods in which so-called "gradient feature" or "gradient direction" is used efficiently [6] , [8] .
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